
Summary of comments received at HPCA Parking Meetings – week of October 27 

 

Goal: Increase available parking for customers. 

 

Facts: 450 covered parking spaces in China Bridge 

 1300 public parking spaces on and adjacent to Main Street 

 China Bridge fills to capacity most weekend nights between 7pm and 9pm 

 No daytime parking issues have been identified, other than with construction workers 

 

Existing Regulations: Top level of China Bridge – Free, no time restrictions other than no parking from 3am to 7am 

   Covered Levels of China Bridge – 6hr maximum duration per spot 

   Sandridge Lots – 24 hour parking 

 

Draft Plan Feedback: 

 Covered parking should be regulated all day, 

 Don’t regulate parking before 5pm 

 Passes now or proposed do not guarantee a parking spot 

 Consistency and fairness of regulations are necessary for success 

 People carpool due to economics 

 Look at changing regulations for between December 15 and April 15.  Take time to develop permanent changes 

 A capacity/maximum amount issued should be placed on China Bridge permits. 

 Restructure the parking enforcement tickets so that they escalate in price quicker. 

 Permit option for an employee shuttle from the Canyons.  There are many employees that work there and need 

to get to a Main Street night shift quickly.  Work with a local cab company to provide a discount shuttle. 

 Draft permits are too confusing 

 CB Parking passes should be purchased through the businesses not by individual employees. 

 Caps on number of CB permits issued per business license. 

 Look at resort lots for additional satellite parking options and add message boards directing people to alternate 

lots on busy weekends. 

 Daily consistency of regulations.  Too difficult to have rules effective on different days of the week. 

 Changes should be simple and incremental. 

 Supportive of extending enforcement in China Bridge and Main Street until 11pm. 

 Do not want to see Main Street enforced or paid after 8pm. 

 Satellite parking for employees and guests need to have greater frequency to the Transit Center. 

 Any changes will require retraining of employees 

 Consistency in regulations will make it easier to change and develop new parking patterns 

 Market the ease of using the bus to visitors 

 Changes to the parking will create more business for the merchants 

 Needs a better pedestrian walkway in Swede Alley from the Transit Center with good snow removal if 

encouraging people to take the bus to work 

 Trolley shall move back to its original route just up and down Main Street 

 Solutions provided are only short term – we need to look at more long term solutions 

 If China Bridge ever goes to paid parking it will need a parking attendant. 

 China Bridge could go to paid parking after 5pm 



 The draft passes for daytime workers makes it feel as if the daytime employees (who are not a problem) are 

paying for the problem. 

 Two permits – daytime employee and nighttime employee 

 China Bridge passes can only be purchased by businesses 

 Housing availability in town is minimal causing everyone to drive in 

 Work with the resorts to secure an area for employee parking at 3pm 

 5pm as an end for daytime permits is too early.  Many time office workers are working until 6pm 

 Passes need to be transferrable within a household 

 Park Avenue employee parking is an issue.  Need to maintain areas on Park Avenue for customer parking. 

 Employees move their vehicles to Main Street after enforcement ends (8pm) 

 Tough to get through another winter with the regulations in place today 

 Do not make parking so difficult it makes it harder for businesses to hire employees 

 Retail workers may have a shift starting at 1 or 2pm and the Treasure Mountain Lot will not work for this shift. 

 Elderly employees need convenient access 

 Miller Paving’s staging area takes up a significant number of parking spaces 

 Need to reconsider dining decks – they take up valuable parking 

 Additional construction on the street is using parking 

 Construction workers are continuing to park in China Bridge and in the Gateway underground spaces 

 Duration of parking needs to be closely monitored in the gateway garage 

 Sky Lodge sends their employees to park in China Bridge even though they have on-site parking 

 Retain guest ability to park on Park Avenue 

 Need to carefully consider employees carrying cash and how they get back to their cars 

 Paid parking is the only option that makes sense in the future 

 Simplify the permit process 

 Sundance access – can the ability to use the top of China Bridge for a base permit.  No guaranteed space 

 Professional offices need an option to park after 5pm 

 Focus restrictions on night shifts 

 Incentives should be given by the businesses to their employees for shuttling, carpooling, etc. 

 CB passes don’t guarantee a spot. 

 Businesses often need to go out for supplies and cannot find a space when they return 

 Look at an option for a “key employee” pass 

 Work on communication of why changes are needed: better for guests 

 

 


